
 

 

 
Program (8 days / 7 nights ) 03 nts Cai + 02 nts Alex + 02 nts Siwa 

 

 1° day  - Arrival 
 

 

 Arrival in Cairo 

 Meet with our correspondent who speaks your favorite language . 

 Then assist guests to follow the entry Procedures at the airport  . 

 Transfer to Hotel on HB (Cat. 5 stars) for 03 nights 

 Accommodation in rooms and overnight . 

 

 2° day  - Cairo 
 

 
 

 

 Breakfast buffet at the hotel 

 In the morning visit the Memphis, the first capital of Egypt, visit the 

necropolis of Sakkara with the pyramid of Zoser. 

 Lunch  at an  restaurant 

 Aternoon dedicated to visit the Giza plateau with the Pyramids of Cheops, 

Chephren and Mycerinus .The Sphinx oversees the imperturbable Giza 

necropolis. Return  to the hotel. Dinner and overnight. 

 

 3° day  - Cairo – Alexandria 
 
 

 

 

 Breakfast buffet at the hotel 

 In the morning departure by private car to Alexandria, about 210 Km. The 

time is dedicated to visit the citadel of Quitbay and the catacombs of Kom 

El Shokafa. 

 Lunch  at an  restaurant 

 Transfer to the hotel of category 05 * on half board for 02 nights. 

Accomodation in rooms Dinner and overnight. 

 

 4° day  - Alexandria 
 

 
 

 

 Breakfast buffet at the hotel 

 In the morning visit  the Pompeii column &  the library of Alexandria,Then 

Lunch in an restaurant.  

 Transfer to the hotel . Accomodation in rooms Dinner and overnight. 

 

 5° day  - Alexandria /Alamin /Siwa 
 

 
 

 Full Board 

 Morning departure to the oasis of Siwa (530 km) with a stop at El Alamein 
where visit The tombs of the victims of World War II . Lunch at Hotel in 
Marsa Matroh. 

 Afternoon arrival in Siwa. Transfer to Hotel accommodation for 02 nights 
full board, dinner and overnight. 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 6° day  - Siwa 
 

 
 

 Full Board 

 Full day dedicated  to the Oasis, the necropolis of the Mountain of the 
Dead, with the tombs of the greek-Roman period, the Temple of Amun, 
where the ancients came to honor the famous oracle, the temple of Umm 
Beyid with its hieroglyphs. Return to hotel, dinner and overnight. 

 7° day  - Siwa /Cairo 
 
 

 

 Breakfast buffet at hotel 

 Transfer by private car to Cairo. Transfer to Hotel in H.B. Accommodation 

in rooms and overnight 

 8° day  - Cairo 
 
 

 
 

 

 Breakfast buffet at hotel 

 Morning visit the Egyptian Museum which contains the largest collection of 

Egyptian antiquities existing 

 Lunch at restaurant 

 Afternoon tour of the Citadel, with its components mosques: the Mosque 

of Mohammed Ali, or Alabaster Mosque. 

 Transfer by private car to the airport for international flight. 

 
 


